[Hodgkin's disease: biology can help the physician towards new prognostic factors and new therapeutic approaches].
Hodgkin's disease is a lymphoma pathology characterized, histology wise, by the presence of rare tumoral cells, known as Reed-Sternberg cells, in a polymorph, inflammatory and reactive cell environment. Recent studies in molecular biology have shown that the Reed-Sternberg cell is mainly derived from a post germinal B lymphoid cell. Reed-Sternberg cell is also known to express characteristic molecules of an antigen presenting cell. Paradoxically, Hodgkin's disease shows an intensive inflammatory reaction but activated immune cells are not efficient in this disease. The abnormal survival and proliferation rates of Reed-Sternberg cells are in relation with immune system escape, acquired mechanisms of apoptosis resistance and amplification of activation of NFkappaB in tumoral cells. If these observations allow a better understanding of the presentation and the evolution of this disease, they might lead to the determination of new prognostic factors and of specific therapeutic approaches.